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Abstract
Quantile regression is a popular tool for modelling the conditional quantiles of a response as a
function of one (or more) independent variables. Quantile curves for different probabilities often
cross. In theory this is not possible, but it is frequently encountered in small data sets. We
propose to estimate all quantile curves simultaneously with a surface, a so-called quantile sheet.
This sheet is fitted with a sum of tensor products of B-splines with two penalties to control for
smoothness.
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1. Introduction and Motivation
Smoothing has become an important topic in the field of quantile regression [3]. This method can
also be used to study the behaviour of the conditional distribution over a covariate such as time
or age. In recent years many approaches and software packages have been published for quantile
regression. Implementations include the R packages quantreg, cobs and VGAM.
By definition, quantile curves of different probabilities cannot cross, but in practice we en-
counter this phenomenon frequently. It appears more often in small data sets, but is not limited
to these situations. The crossing of curves may influence further analysis, e.g. when it comes to
studying the conditional distribution. In the literature one can find a number of different propos-
als to prevent these crossings. Restricted regression quantiles were one of the first suggestions to
avoid crossing curves. They form a flexible framework with good computational properties. Later,
different kernel estimators were proposed to estimate non-crossing quantile curves. Other non-
parametric techniques were also suggested in recent publications. Further approaches to avoid
crossing of quantile curves include the combination of additional constraints with the problem
as well as natural monotonization.
We propose an alternative approach. The basic idea introduces a surface over a two-dimensional
domain of the covariate x and the probablity τ . This surface is called a quantile sheet. Cutting the
surface at a fixed probability results in a smooth quantile curve. All quantile curves are estimated
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simultaneously. Therefore the crossing problem disappears if the sheet is monotonically in-
creasing in probability. The sheet is constructed as a sum of tensor product B-splines and we
use penalties to control the smoothness in both x- and τ -direction. For the estimation iteratively
weighted least squares is used in combination with computationally advantageous array methods.
2. Estimation of quantile curves using a quantile sheet
A quantile sheet is based on a sum of tensor product B-splines [2]. Following the philosophy of
P -splines, a large number of tensor products is used. This may lead to over-fitting, but we control
the smoothness of the surface by two difference penalties on the model coefficients. One smooth-
ing parameter will control the smoothness in x-direction while the second parameter governs the
smoothness (and monotonicity) in direction of the probability τ . Both smoothing parameters
are chosen via an adapted cross-validation criterion. While most quantile estimation methods
are based on linear programming, we are using iteratively reweighted least squares [4]. In addi-
tion we apply array algorithms for multi-dimensional P -spline fitting [1] for a fast computational
implementation. Details on the theoretical derivation of our proposed methods can be found in [5].
3. Applications and outlook
Quantile regression is used in almost any area of application when one aims at describing prop-
erties of the underlying (unknown) distribution of the data. In public health, quantiles are often
used as references e.g. for the growth of children. As recommendations to parents and more im-
portantly decisions of the practioners are often based on these reference charts, reliable estimation
of the quantile curves is of special importance.
Quantile sheets are a powerful tool to estimate non-crossing smooth quantile curves. Deriva-
tives of the smooth surface are smooth, too, and piecewise quadratic. These properties can be
exploited for further analysis. More covariates can be included in an additive variant of the
model. This will be investigated in future research.
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